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Assignment 1 (Code Project)



Why did I select this assignment?
1. Final outcome of my favourite course from semester 1

ICT 9 was my favourite course in semester 1, as the learning environment was 
both positive and fun. As the final project of this course, we were assigned to 
make a project that incorporates as much coding we learned in this semester, 
which is this code project. This assignment was to create a card by using the 
code knowledge acquired throughout the semester.  



How does it represent my growth throughout 
the year?
1. Incorporates all the coding I’ve learned throughout the course

Throughout our semester, we worked on different subjects, including coding. 
By using the website, code.org, our class learned different styles of coding, 
such as HTML and CSS. I had basic knowledge about these types of coding, 
which increased throughout the course. In this final project, many components 
of both HTML and CSS were applied; therefore, this assignment shows my 
growth throughout the year



What were some challenges I faced during this 
achievement and how did I overcome them?
1. Hard time choosing what kind of project to create

For this final assignment, we had much freedom on what kind of card to make. 
I was very confused in the beginning, as I did not know how my card would 
look and what the purpose of it would be. However, I got inspired by ideas that 
Mr. Baron and my peers shared with me, which allowed me to overcome this 
challenge.

2. Hard time choosing what kind of codes to incorporate

As there were many codes we learned throughout the year, I was unsure of 



What were some challenges I faced during this 
achievement and how did I overcome them?

what to incorporate into my project at first. For example, I faced difficulty in 
choosing whether to make a character move or change colours. I solved this 
problem by examining how each code fits into the project, which allowed me 
to conclude with my current output



What are your goals in this class/activity/subject 
for the future? How might you use what you 
have learned in the future?
1. For future coding courses, I can use what I’ve learned so far to do more 

advanced coding

Further down my path of high school, I plan to take more computer 
programming courses. As I gained a basic knowledge on coding, I would easily 
be able to manage throughout the class, furthermore excel. Therefore, I would 
use my intelligence collected from this class to succeed in future courses.  



Assignment 2 (French Conversation)



Why did I select this assignment?
1. This is the most difficult assignment that I completed in semester 1

French was a very toil subject when semester 1 had just begun. As my 
knowledge on French was very shallow at that time, I struggled in this course. 
When I was just getting accustomed to this class, we got this project assigned 
to us. At first, both my partner and I had difficulty in coming up with what to do 
for our conversation. However, we worked hard together, which allowed for us 
to improve in the French language; therefore, overcoming the first steps of 
difficulty in learning French. 



How does it represent my growth throughout 
the year?
1. This represents the first steps of learning French

Throughout the semester, my class was assigned multiple conversations. This 
particular one was the first, and most difficult one out of them. This assignment 
shows the start of development throughout the semester. This project was 
when I first got to actually show what I’ve learned, and find out what I needed 
to improve on; therefore, this represents my growth



What were some challenges I faced during this 
achievement and how did I overcome them?
1. It was difficult only using vocabulary from the first part of the textbook

For this assignment, Ms. Pain set restrictions on the vocabulary that were 
allowed to be used in our presentation. We were only allowed to use the first 
bit of the textbook, which did not have much content. Therefore, my partner 
and I had difficulty in creating the conversation. We overcame this challenge 
by asking Ms. Pain for help multiple times, when we were stuck. With much 
support from Ms. Pain, my partnership was able to get a satisfactory mark on 
this project.



What are your goals in this class/activity/subject 
for the future? How might you use what you 
have learned in the future?
1. Beneficial to future French courses

As I plan to continue with French courses throughout the rest of high school, 
the knowledge I gained from French 9 would definitely benefit my learning in 
future courses.

2. Use this knowledge when visiting French speaking countries/regions

With the French I’ve learned, I would be able to initiate basic conversations 
with French-speakers. As some provinces in Canada are French-speaking, it is 
even more beneficial.  



Assignment 3 (RCM Piano Level 6)



Why did I select this assignment?
1. My first RCM test

I started learning piano when I was in grade 2, but this was my first big test in 
my piano career. I spent much effort when preparing for this test; therefore, I 
am very proud of myself for successfully passing this test. That is why I chose 
this assignment for the extracurricular component.



How does it represent my growth throughout 
the year?
1. Result of preparing this test for over an year

Since the winter of 2018, I started learning level 6 piano. Over the span of 
about an year, I greatly developed and enhanced my piano skills. As this test is 
the result of my development over the long time period, this assignment 
represent my growth throughout the year.



What were some challenges I faced during this 
achievement and how did I overcome them?
1. Memorizing pieces

Memorizing my pieces for the test was very difficult. I had finalized my songs 3 
months before the test, which was inadequate for perfect memorization. To 
overcome this challenge, I repeated parts of the pieces that I could not easily 
memorize, which greatly helped master the piano pieces.

2. Avoiding mistakes

Before the test, I constantly made many mistakes in all 5 songs. Therefore, 
both my piano teacher and I were very concerned that I would make numerous 



What were some challenges I faced during this 
achievement and how did I overcome them?

mistakes during the test. However, repeatedly practicing the difficult sections 
in slow tempo, helped decrease the number of errors. 



What are your goals in this class/activity/subject 
for the future? How might you use what you 
have learned in the future?
1. Complete at least up to RCM piano level 10

My goal in piano is to complete up to RCM level 10. In this program, credit is 
gained from passing tests, which also counts as high school credits. 
Completing level 10 piano is also a great accomplishment that could help me 
get into university. Therefore, I want to finish the final level of the program to 
get credits, but also to show my passion and perseverance in completing goals 
I set. 

2. Use knowledge I gained from level 6 to help me on level 7



What are your goals in this class/activity/subject 
for the future? How might you use what you 
have learned in the future?

With the different skills I have acquired when completing level 6, I want to be 
able to easily surpass level 7. During the span of working on level 6, my 
teacher taught me numerous strategies to improve my ability to play. With my 
enhanced skill, my goal for level 7 is to also pass the test in one try.


